




A1~8 Leeman Road is a single carriageway road which links via Marble Arch from 
Station Road in the centre of York~ adjacent to the Railway Station~ through 
the development area~ to residential development and Water End located 
north of the site and the City Centre~ 

A1~9 The route passes through a mix of industrial/commercial development at its 
eastern end~ and services the National Railway Museum and existing 
residential areas and businesses~ 

Al~ 10 North of the Site~ Leeman Road passes under the railway again~ and exits to 
the north via Livingston Street~ Salisbury Terrace and Kingsland Terrace 
which form a one way system through the Leeman Road residential area~ 
The roads in this area are traffic calmed to reduce speeds~ 

Al~ 11 Salisbury Terrace is the main access from the area to Water End~ which runs 
north west of the site~ linking the A59 Poppleton Road and the A19 Clifton~ 
The A59 and A19 are two main radial routes into the City Centre from the 
north~ 
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ANNEX2 

A2 PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 

A2~1 York Central is a unique opportunity to bring together a wide range of 
Government and local policies and initiatives on a single site~ The following 
policies support the comprehensive development of the area for a mix of 
activities~ 

Government Policy 

~i~ 	Delivering Urban Renaissance 

A2~2 The reuse of brownfield sites is now a well~established alternative to 
greenfield development~ The Lord Rogers report ~November 2000~ is based 
on practical solutions to bring people back into cities~ It suggests that cities 
should be more compact and connected and a range of diverse uses be 
created within a sustainable environment~ supported by well~integrated public 

transport~ 	The key themes of recycling land~ improving the urban 
environment and delivering regeneration~ are all reflected in York Central~ 

~ii~ 	The Regional Development Agency ~RDA~~ Yorkshire Forward 

A2~3 The RDA Economic Development Strategy has a vision for Yorkshire and the 
Humber~ which is sustainable with empowered partnerships in communities in 
a culture of enterpdse and creativity~ This strategy for the regional economy 
includes growing the existing and new businesses to achieve high and stable 
levels of economic growth and jobs~ utilising the full capacity of the unique 
physical and environmental assets to achieve a balanced and sustainable 
economy~ Objectives of the tenure framework for the Region highlights 
gefting the best out of the Region~s physical and environmental assets~ 
growth of the businesses and improvements in Education~ 

~iii~ 	Regional Planning Guidance 

A2~4 The spatial strategy in the Regional Planning Guidance for Yorkshire and the 
Humber ~October 2001~ aims to create a more sustainable region and 
achieve urban and rural renaissance by focussing development in the regions 
main towns and cities~ Policy Pl which relates to strategic pafterns of 
development states that wherever possible development should be located 
within urban areas and Development Plans should start with reuse of suitable 
previously developed land and buildings within urban areas~ 

~iv~ 	PPG12~ Planning and Development Briefs~ A Guide to Befter Practice 
~DETR 1998~ 

A2~5 This guide gives guidance in the preparation and use of site~specific planning 
and development briefs~ It is aimed primarily at local planning authorities~ but 
contains advice useful to anyone involved in site~specific briefing including 
landowners~ developers and interest groups~ 
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Local Plan 

A2~6 The third set of pre~inquiry changes to the Deposit Draft Local Plan ~referred 
to for the purposes of this Brief as the Local Plan~ includes a chapter which 
specifically refers to York Central~ The separate chapter is an indication that 
the Council recognises York Central as important to the City~s future 
sustainable development~ The policies need to be approved by Members and 
public consultation carried out prior to being agreed as Council policy and 
could be subject to change~ 

A2~7 The Local Plan estimates the land supply necessary to meet the demands for 
housing and employment over the next 20~25 years~ to ensure a permanent 
Green Belt~ The end date for the Local Plan is 2011 and sites have been 
allocated to meet demand to this date~ In addition~ in order to ensure the 
Green Belt has permanence~ further sites have been identified as suitable for 
development~ but held back as a reserve supply of land that may be required 
after 2011 ~known as reserved land~~ 

A2~8 York Central has been excluded from the calculation of future land sources 
for the City for the timescale of the Local Plan because it is a complex site to 
develop~ with areas of the site currently used for operational railway and 
associated industries~ The reason for this exclusion is the implication for the 
permanence of the Green Belt if the development of York Central is delayed~ 
requiring a further Green Belt review in the short to medium term~ This does 
not detract from the prio~ity being given to bring York Central forward~ The 
site is seen as a tremendous opportunity for the City~ When viability of York 
Central is established it will count towards the City~s land requirements and 
will result in the Green Belt boundary remaining unaltered for an even longer 
period than the 20~25 years planned~ 

A2~9 The York Central chapter of the Local Plan ~Chapter 15~ includes four policies 
related to the site~ 

Ycl ~ 	designates the site as an Action Area and requires it to be 
developed comprehensively as a Central Business Distdct and 
residential community in accordance with an approved Master 
Plan 

YC2 ~ 	requires the development of York Central to be guided by a 
Planning Brief which defines the role of planning obligations 
related to site development 

YC3 ~ 	requires development of York Central to be fully integrated in 
terms of transportation 

YC4 ~ 	requires a quality development with high standards of design 
and materials~ 

A2~ 10 The following policies refer directly to York Central 

Chapter 1 ~ Local Plan Policies~ 
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